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1 complete 

_________relative darkness or lightness of a color.

Shadow

Contrast

Value

2 complete

__________love of country and willingness to sacrifice for it.

 
Patriot

Patriotism

Patriotic

3 responda acrde con el texto.

Values: In sociology, the meaning of value is different from meaning of value in economics or philosophy. For
example, in economics values means price. Social values form an important part of the culture of the society.
Values account for the stability of social order. They provide the general guidelines for social conduct. Values such
as fundamental rights, patriotism, respect for human dignity, rationality, sacrifice, individuality, equality,
democracy etc. guide our behaviour in many ways. Values are the criteria people use in assessing their daily lives;
arrange their priorities and choosing between alternative courses of action. Norms and values have salient
relation. Norms are specific, values are not. There may be, in a particular situation, delusion of norms, but values
are commanding. Norms are rules for behaving: they say more or less specifically what should or should not be
done by particular types of actors in given circumstances. Values are standard of desirability that are more nearly
independent of specific situations. Values provide goals or ends for the members to aim for. Values help to br/ing
about some kind of adjustment between different sets of rules. The people seek the same kinds of ends or goals
in different field of their life. Hence, it is possible for them to modify the rules to help the pursuit of this end.

What does the values  do in the society?

 

Values explain the stability of  social order. 

Values establish the stability of social order.

Values organize the stability of social order.



4
responda acrde con el texto.

Values: In sociology, the meaning of value is different from meaning of value in economics or philosophy. For
example, in economics values means price. Social values form an important part of the culture of the society.
Values account for the stability of social order. They provide the general guidelines for social conduct. Values such
as fundamental rights, patriotism, respect for human dignity, rationality, sacrifice, individuality, equality,
democracy etc. guide our behaviour in many ways. Values are the criteria people use in assessing their daily lives;
arrange their priorities and choosing between alternative courses of action. Norms and values have salient
relation. Norms are specific, values are not. There may be, in a particular situation, delusion of norms, but values
are commanding. Norms are rules for behaving: they say more or less specifically what should or should not be
done by particular types of actors in given circumstances. Values are standard of desirability that are more nearly
independent of specific situations. Values provide goals or ends for the members to aim for. Values help to br/ing
about some kind of adjustment between different sets of rules. The people seek the same kinds of ends or goals
in different field of their life. Hence, it is possible for them to modify the rules to help the pursuit of this end.

What do people seek?

 

The same kinds of ends or aim in different field of their life

The same kinds of ends or goals in same field of their life

The same kinds of ends or goals in different field of their live.

5 complete con la palabr/a correcta

The value of social (a) for digital natives (b) never knew life before social media, the world (c) like it has always
been the same (d) for digital migrants, the present (e) nothing like the past. If you (f) born in the late 1990s
onwards, just try to imagine what your life (g) be like without Facebook, Twitter or Instagram.

 

espacio (a)

networld

media

communication

6
complete con la palabr/a correcta

The value of social (a) for digital natives (b) never knew life before social media, the world (c) like it has always
been the same (d) for digital migrants, the present (e) nothing like the past. If you (f) born in the late 1990s
onwards, just try to imagine what your life (g) be like without Facebook, Twitter or Instagram.

 

espacio (b)

what

why

who



7
complete con la palabr/a correcta

The value of social (a) for digital natives (b) never knew life before social media, the world (c) like it has always
been the same (d) for digital migrants, the present (e) nothing like the past. If you (f) born in the late 1990s
onwards, just try to imagine what your life (g) be like without Facebook, Twitter or Instagram.

 

espacio (c)

seems

seem

seemed

8
complete con la palabr/a correcta

The value of social (a) for digital natives (b) never knew life before social media, the world (c) like it has always
been the same (d) for digital migrants, the present (e) nothing like the past. If you (f) born in the late 1990s
onwards, just try to imagine what your life (g) be like without Facebook, Twitter or Instagram.

 

espacio (d)

so

only

but

9
complete con la palabr/a correcta

The value of social (a) for digital natives (b) never knew life before social media, the world (c) like it has always
been the same (d) for digital migrants, the present (e) nothing like the past. If you (f) born in the late 1990s
onwards, just try to imagine what your life (g) be like without Facebook, Twitter or Instagram.

 

espacio (e)

looks

looked

looking
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complete con la palabr/a correcta

The value of social (a) for digital natives (b) never knew life before social media, the world (c) like it has always
been the same (d) for digital migrants, the present (e) nothing like the past. If you (f) born in the late 1990s
onwards, just try to imagine what your life (g) be like without Facebook, Twitter or Instagram.

 

espacio (f)

were

was

are

11
complete con la palabr/a correcta

The value of social (a) for digital natives (b) never knew life before social media, the world (c) like it has always
been the same (d) for digital migrants, the present (e) nothing like the past. If you (f) born in the late 1990s
onwards, just try to imagine what your life (g) be like without Facebook, Twitter or Instagram.

 

espacio (g)

will

would

do

12
SELECCIONA LA PALABRA QUE CORRESPONDE A LA DEFINICIÓN

 

Someone you can depend on.

Affectionate

Joyful

Reliable

13
SELECCIONA LA PALABRA QUE CORRESPONDE A LA DEFINICIÓN

 

A plant or part of a plant used as food.

Cereal

Bread

Vegetable



14
Complete la conversación

 

She wasn’t sent the invitation!

What  a shame!

Be careful

Immediately

15
Complete la conversación

 

Why don’t you visit your doctor?

Here yuo are!

When is it?

I''m not sure

16
Elige la respuesta que complete la conversación.

May I see your ID please?

 Of course, I´m my father’s son.

 What do you need my ID for?

 Definitively I. can vote without it.

17
Elige la respuesta que complete la conversación.

 

When shall we meet?

 I won´t find you at the bar.

We will meet yesterday

 What about Friday evening.

18
Elige la respuesta que complete la conversación.

 

Has she been to the doctor?

Doctor Becker said it was the flu and he prescribed her rest and some pills

 Yes, we´ll go to the doctor next Friday and then we´ll go shopping.

a) Doctor Becker said it was the flu and he prescribed her rest and some pills.



19
Elige la respuesta que complete la conversación.

What were you doing there?

 I were practicing my martial arts.

 I was teaching Spanish to foreigners.

We was in a middle of a project.

20
Elige la palabr/a correcta para la descripción.

The state of being inferior in quality or insufficient in amount.

 Poverty.

 Health.

 Sadness.

21
Elige la palabr/a correcta para la descripción.

 

Transforming our Food Systems to Transform our World.

Sanitation.

 Zero hunger.

 Gender.

22
Elige la palabr/a correcta para la descripción.

 

A person who manufactures, sell or arranges footwear

 Bricklayer.

 Footwear.

 Shoes marker.

23
Elige la palabr/a correcta para la descripción.

Nylons, panty house, tight, hosiery, hose, leotards Knee-highs.

 

 Knickers.

 Slippers.

 Stockings.



24
Elige la palabr/a correcta para la descripción.

Feeling, expressing, or causing great pleasure and happiness.

 Joyful.

 Happy.

 Sad.

25
Elige la palabr/a correcta para la descripción.

The quality of being just; righteousness, equitableness, or moral rightness.

Peace.

 Life.

 Justice.


